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About This Game

The core feature of ViSP is the unrestricted building mechanic. By dragging blocks out of one another, you can freely create
complex, intertwined structures filling the whole room!
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Your goal is to connect your space port to all the monuments floating around you in space, to gather their energy and find other
cores scattered in the galaxy.

In order to do that, you need to manage your resources, form patterns out of blocks to create special modules and build
defensive structures to protect your station against enemies.

ViSP is a fresh approach for a VR building game, with all game mechanics tailored towards a unique roomscale VR experience.
The game is simple and intuitive at its core, but gets increasingly complex the further the player advances and offers a large

creative freedom.
Lose yourself in the calm and fascinating atmosphere and let your creativity flow while constructing an aesthetic and complex

spaceport spanning the whole room!
On the other hand, you need to react quickly and build up your station strategically to defend it against incoming threats, while

always keeping an eye on your resource counter!
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ViSP is developed by Visper Games, a team of two Game Design students from Berlin. It started off about two years ago, as a
small game jam project at university. The development was an exciting ride for us since and now we‘re glad to finally release

our first commercial game!

We‘re happy to receive any kind of feedback, so feel free to contact us! We’ll do our best to respond to your messages quickly
and to fix any problems that may occur. :)
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Title: ViSP - Virtual Space Port
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie, Strategy
Developer:
Visper Games
Publisher:
Visper Games
Release Date: 28 Feb, 2019

 a09c17d780 

English,French,Italian,German,Russian,Simplified Chinese,Traditional
Chinese,Norwegian,Portuguese,Turkish,Japanese,Korean,Vietnamese
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Play this whenever you are in the mood for a real proper HOG.

Sure, it has neither story cutscenes or puzzles unlike current HOGs\/HOPAs.

But what it does have are solid HOG scenes, think Where's Wally. Sometimes, old school is still the best.. Meme Like Game...

Easy and Fast to get to 100% Achievements

. I enjoyed this game but I have to mention, I had a problem trying to carry the childs ball to its supposed place I think there
might be a bug there also the ambient noises of people screeming, cat noises, doors opening etc all unnecessary scare noise
which could have been done better.
Its still worth a purchase at \u00a31.99p it is entertaining enough.. No matter how slowly or easily I take it, I always get
bankrupt before I can get in a groove. Sometimes my production chain works, but other times the exact same setup fails
horribly. It's no fun when the way you lose seems to be out of your control.. I took one for the team so Disgaea D2, 3,4, and 5
might see the light of day here on steam.

I guess it would have been a tolerable game if they fix the face buttons in game. They show generic controller face buttons while
tutorial refers to 360 controller buttons. I am going back to Disgaea 5 on switch til this is fixed.

Update: I plan on keeping the game and giving them the benefit of a doubt. Somewhere in here must be a good and complex
game that NISA usually dishes out. Not the same level of polish as Disgaea series. It is tricky to review NISA games since most
of the time the story isn't their focus but the overall mechanics and the addictive grindfest presented in the random and
postgame contents of their game.

The negative review is only because for the price they are asking it really feels like a sloppy port. Heck cladun X2's text entry
was better despite unwieldy since it merges well with the game whereas text entry here is a windows box that prompts you to
type on your keyboard and cancel it. It is going to be forgiveable if the game charges less money but since it is a $40 game then
I will evaluate it as such. I have seen indie games release their games for half the price and more polish than this game and to
think this is also simultaneously released for PS4 and Vita.

I support NISA's effort to release games on steam and wholeheartedly support it since most of their games are stuck on Sony
and Nintendo consoles and I would love PC players to also see the great games NIS has especially the Disgaea series. I can't
recommend the game at its current state because of my complaints plus it is a niche title that has a hefty price tag.. Winged
Sakura: Mindy's Arc is probably not the best tower defense ever made, but it's different enough from the standard td to be worth
checking out, and it's pretty fun too.

The key element of this game is that the spirits you summon to fight only last a few seconds, so you can never reach a state
where you have all your defences ready and you simply need to watch as the level ends, instead you're in constant need to keep
summoning your spirits in order to survive, making it more fast paced.
Your spirits can level up and equip a weapon and an accessory, while the levelling up is quite basic and the best way to do it is
simply progressing through the story, for the equipment you have to manage your resources and craft or buy items to level said
equipment up and you have quite a good selection of accessories you can equip.
You can also equip abilities to use during the battle once in awhile to get out of a difficult situation, while during endgame you
will probably find just 1 or 2 sets of skills that are actually the best, during early game this offers a lot of flexibility.
The last mechanic is the transformation: this lets you go into a special state where all your spirits become incredibly strong at the
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cost of lots of your energy (the currency for summoning spirits in the battle) every second, this makes the gameplay have that
element of risk-reward that many td lack.

What are the cons to all of this? Well, the game has a high initial difficulty curve that may throw many people off and the
bosses are maybe a bit too similar: every new boss felt to me like a more powerful version of the last one (except for the final
boss).
The normal levels also felt a tad too repetitive, but I can say that during a normal playthrough the game doesn't overstay its
welcome, just if you want to 100% it like me. It took me 64 hours to get all the achievements.
The story is very hard to follow and it takes quite a while to become something that makes some kind of sense, and
unfortunately as soon as it became interesting the game itself ended with a cliffhanger (but there's a sequel that will come out
eventually).

Audio and visuals are okay, maybe the characters art during dialogues could be better, but that didn't ruin anything for me.
Achievements are average, a bit too grindy but the game itself provides you some mechanics to make them less boring (like the
guaranteed level up for every 15 waves in survival mode).
The devs seem to be quite active in helping people in the forum, this is a plus.

Overall:

+ a tower defense that has its own personality
+ challenging, but rewarding
+ decent customization options

- a bit repetitive
- below average story

You will also get extra content in their next games if you buy this one, a good way to reward players.
I recommend it, I had fun playing it and the devs seem worthy of support.. First of all it's a free game.
Secondly free 100% and 4 achievements in less then 5 minutes :)
Gameplay not that much to do.
Graphics is artsy like a 3 year olds drawing.. From just a simple chapter 1 I was enticed by this game. It's just a hidden objects
game. Some items you would think that you are finding consecutively but there is a pattern you must follow. I'd play the next
few chapters. It kills time and lets you work your mind a bit.. Please make more!
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In my humble opinion, This is great example, a great standard(Etalon) of how to do remakes-re'release(of old games) or how
they should be!
Recipe is = pure love to the original+painstaking attention to every details+diligence+good talents/taste.

If only in someday, someone, will make a remake in the same way for DUNE(1993)...mmmm ;)
upd: oh, and simon sorcerer 2, will be awesome too!)

-
on topic, about the game:
Monkey Island 2 - is that case, when people say "quality, proven by time". Still great music, not bad dialogues, good design of
locations and the main - good adventure spirit...in one word, still enjoyable! Even for newcomers, i think
so much flashbacks.. ;D

PS: Also i recommend to check...hm no..not recommend...you Must check Deponia! Rufus(protagonist of D) - is just Guybrush
Threepwood's brother in dystopian future, itself xD. It is a fun game to have a laugh for an hour or two but it soon gets old.
There is no substance to the game and despite looking great it has not got the Star Trek concept sorted. Every location is the
same mass of rocks and so called anomilys that make it a nightmare to fly in. I guess that is to give the pilot something to do as
he would have nothing otherwise but it clutters up your space with no real logic. The shields are almost pointless as even with
full power they drop like a teenage boys pants. It has all the right elements but no substance. If you like Star Trek you will find
that the lack of options, variety and tactics will leave it tasting like bubble gum after a few hours of chewing, flavorless but still
a pretty colour.

At the price I can not recomend the game. If in a few months more is implemented maybe on sale but as it is I find it is hard to
enjoy.. Just compare the ton of content this DLC gives with the season characters passes from Street Fighter V and both prices.
Vanessa is pretty, Yamazaki is funny, Whip uses a... whip and Rock Howard is the best addition to the game, with cool looking
combos. Definitely pick this up if you like the game and if this goes on a sale.. Green and gross tbh. I can happily say that this
game realizes what a good detective story is! Mainlining has the stuff to be a cyber-espionage tale worth remembering. I hope
there is a sequel. I will treasure my time with MI7. Hopefully, there's a sequel in the works. I loved this game.

This is a pinnacle of adventure games and indie game development. Play this now.. If you like HEAVY METAL and CATS,
this game is for you!

I was obsessed with Luftrausers when it first came out because it was a throw back to 90s games like Wings of Fury that I used
to play on the Amiga 500. Explottens is awesome because it also ramps up in the intensity and style of Metal Slug but doesn't
forget its sense of humour! Unlike the afore-mentioned games though, there is a narrative with plenty of word play (one boss is
a psycotic kitty from Russia called 'Vladimir Cutin'). It certainly doesn't take itself seriously and why would you? THE
AIRCRAFT ARE BEING OPERATED BY KITTENS!

They may be cute but that doesn't stop them from blowing the\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665out of eachother!

I suspect that the show Swat Kats, a US kids TV show from the 90s, was a big inspiration behind this too. The soundtrack is
awesome, very much in the spirit of Iron Maiden's 'Aces High' and the visuals are cartoony, steampunk and intense. Apparently
the developers are from Pakistan, which is cool because I don't know of any other titles that have come out of there. This is a
damn good effort too so I'll be keeping an eye on this space in the future...

Punch Planet Penkura The Garden Pub Alien Grenadier: The Lost Colony Clea Empyrean New, improved stats:
Thanks to feedback from our customers, Choice of Games author Kyle Marquis (Silverworld, Tower Behind the Moon) has
recently updated Empyrean to include a streamlined, more comprehensive stats system—players can now specialize in skills that
were previously opposed, bringing new dimensions to the game and the Actorius universe.
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